For Approval to be published on GTU web

Read: Approved minutes of meeting of Academic Council scheduled on 04th April, 2017.

To allow for change in dissertation title in M. Pharm in following cases:

1. After Introduction to Dissertation (ITD) on the recommendation of expert/guide
2. After ITD and before Mid Review Exam
3. After Mid Review Exam and before Final Dissertation Examination

1. After ITD on the recommendation of expert/guide

Case 1 can be approved provided following conditions are met:

I. Student will do the literature review again (if required) with new title and college will assure the same
II. Student will appear in Mid Review Exam with new title and has to present review work with new title (if applicable) as well as Mid Review Exam work with new title
III. Will be eligible to appear in (Phase I) of Final Dissertation Examination

2. After ITD and before Mid Review Exam

Case 2 can be approved provided following conditions are met:

I. Title change is approved by internal guide, Principal of the student’s college and council of deans of concerned faculty
II. Student will do the literature review again with new title and college will assure the same
III. Student will appear in Mid Review Exam with new title and has to present review work with new title as well as Mid Review Exam work with new title
IV. Will be eligible to appear in (Phase II) of Final Dissertation Examination and will not submit or appear in (Phase I) of Final Dissertation Examination.

3. After Mid Review Exam and before Final Dissertation Examination

Case 3 can be approved provided following conditions are met:

I. Results of ITD and Mid Review Exam are to be surrendered by the student with the approval of internal guide and Principal of the student’s college
II. Student has to reappear for ITD with new title in the next academic year.
For any other case of title change not covered in the above three cases and is concerned with (a) ITD or (b) Mid Review Exam or (c) Final Dissertation Exam for M. Pharm., the concerned college authorities will have to approach GTU. For a proposal to change dissertation title during the project cycle which significantly does not change the scope of the project work the concerned college authorities will have to send application to GTU.

Change in dissertation title in M. Pharm will be allowed only once during the entire span of the course.
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